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WE.ARE.THE.RENAISSANCE.

Working with slow fashion has provided me with the op-
portunity to carefully select my materials before
any major project. Since the idea is to implement all fabric 
scraps and leftover material into the next I pick
the first ones with great care. After the success of ”ONE”- 
women’s wear collection I couldn’t wait to work
on jewelry. I’ve always loved mixing different materials into 
a single piece and taking advantage of the
strengths of each material and watching the interaction 
between them take place almost single-handedly.

The collection consists of rings in various shapes and forms, 
wooden neck pieces, fabric and metal
necklaces and an exquisite play with faux leather and afri-
can wax prints. All jewelry is made from recycled
metal, wood and textiles. All textile are materials leftover 
from the collection “ONE”, giving the customer a
chance to mix, match and combine with garments from 
the women’s wear collection. In this way,
everything has circled back together.



The RINGS
YOUNG. BLACK. WILD. FREE.

Beautiful pieces of jewelry that playfully flirts with wood, 
fabric and the copper strip. Made from recycled materials.





















The WOODS
Determination and Resilience

Quirky and versatile pieces made from recycled with wood, 
silver chains, fabric and a thin copper thread. This pieces can 
either be worn around the neck or even framed as unique decors 

in your home. These pieces work for all your creative purposes.













The FABRICS
SEE.ME.AND.UNDERSTAND.MY.POWER.

”Don´t you ever feel grateful that all we want is equality 
and not revenge”?- Aáuin

If you want to feel powerful here’s a way to look the part. 
This part of the collection gives you jewelry made from 
bundles of African wax print coated wood, repurposed 
plastic cables that bend, turn and twist at your request, 

twisted thread and faux leather. 


















